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Seat No.: _____                                                                                 Enrolment No.  _____________ 

GUJARAT TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY 
B.Pharm. - SEMESTER– V • EXAMINATION – SUMMER -2021 

 

Subject Code: BP506TP Date:  09/08/2021       

Subject Name: Contributor Personality Development Program 

Time: 02:30PM TO 05:30PM Total Marks: 80 
Instructions:   

1. Use Only OMR to answer this question paper 

2. Attempt all section. 

3. Make suitable assumptions wherever necessary. 

4. Figures to the right indicate full marks. 

5. Student has to darken the circle in OMR answer sheet for Question no 1 to 33 only. 

6. Student has to darken the circle in OMR answer sheet with the same serial number as 

per the serial number of question paper. 

 

 

Section A 

 

Instructions: This section has two cases. There are 4 questions in each case. Read carefully 

before answering the questions that follow. All questions are compulsory. For each question, 

choose ONLY ONE option which you consider the most appropriate and mark it on the answer 

sheet given to you. 

Marks: 20 

 

Scenario 1:  

 

 
  

 

 

Malguzari tanks were ponds constructed, owned and maintained by the Malguzaars up to 1950. 

These tanks helped in water harvesting, irrigation and providing fish for local consumption.  After 

the State Government (of Maharashtra) took over ownership of the land and tanks in 1950, 

the Malguzaars stopped taking care of it as they didn’t want to pay the new taxes imposed by the 

Government. The tanks were left unattended and they dried up.   

After nearly 25 years of declaring that the tanks were crucial for irrigation, an Executive 

Engineer from the Irrigation division of Bhandara region, also a Malguzaar, decided to bring these 

tanks back alive. With monetary support from the government and getting the community involved 

in the project, they de-silted the tank and strengthened the boundary wall of the tank. After two years 

of work, their efforts resulted in recharging groundwater levels, increased agricultural output and 

fish production in the area, thereby increasing employment opportunities.  

Seeing the benefits of the Malguzari tank prompted the district administration to restore another 

21 Malguzari tanks in the Bhandara region.  

 

Source- https://www.indiawaterportal.org/articles/rejuvenating-traditional-water-system-maharashtra 
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1.  The Malguzaars didn’t take care of the tanks for so many years, but suddenly joined hands 

with the engineer to restore it. What could be the reason?   

a] It is easier to follow and support someone else who takes the initiative and leads.    

b] The local community might have been desperate as it was affecting agriculture 

and their livelihood.    

c] It was a choice for them – they could join hands and see what happens or they could 

have continued to not care. They chose the former and reaped the benefits.   

  

2.  Who do you think benefitted the most in this process?   

a] The engineer – although he was just an Executive Engineer he was recognized and 

valued by the local people, the Government and his irrigation department.     

b] The local community mostly and of course, the engineer would have got some special 

praise for doing such work. 

c] Everyone – the entire region, the Government, the local community, & the engineer. 

  

3.  To do good work like the engineer, what is critical?   

a] You need to be interested or feel strongly about some social cause e.g. water 

conservation or waste management, or any other.     

b] You need to take any common challenge, find an answer and work towards solving 

it.     

  

4.  This case teaches us that –   

a] If you take a positive step forward to work on a challenge, others will follow you.     

b] Someone has to take a step forward to solve the challenges around us.    

 

Scenario 2: 

 

5.  What kind of thinking would best help the RPO and the government, who have the 

necessary authority and power, to address this issue? 

a] We can strengthen the self-esteem & confidence of women so that they themselves can 

fight back.    

b] We have the power to punish the men and deliver justice to these poor women.   

c] We can counsel the affected women and help them come out of their troubles.   

 

Thousands of women every year, especially in Punjab and Haryana, fall prey to marital fraud by Non-

Resident Indian (NRI) spouses. After marriage, the NRI grooms abandon their wives and leave suddenly.  

A small group of affected women, decided to come together to fight back, not only for themselves, but 

also for thousands of others who are affected like them. 

Bringing the offenders to justice is not simple, as there are no existing provisions in law to effectively 

address this kind of crime. These women collaborated with the Regional Passport Office (RPO) to take 

action like suspending the passports of the NRI spouses & withdraw their visas, so that they can be 

brought back to face the law in the country. 

The RPO offered these women a space to work in, along with a dedicated telephone line to reach out to 

other such victims, and gave them basic training on how to process complaints. They help scores of 

affected women collect the necessary documents, copies of FIRs, etc. and prepare all the details needed 

for the suspension of passports. 

 

Source: Jan 21, 2019; www.indiatoday.in 
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6.  What would be a smarter thing to do when trying to solve tough problems? 

a] We must keep finding solutions to problems as they come.   

b] We must find solutions that prevent problems from occurring.   

 

7.  What kind of thinking will have a long-term impact?   

a] Educating families that getting girls married off is not an end to their responsibilities.    

b] Strict implementation of punishment to the men who are found guilty of abandoning 

their wives after marriage.   

 

8.  What made these women come together to take action?  

a] They believed “Together, we can make sure that our situation is taken into 

consideration by the concerned authorities”.    

b] They believed “It’s up to us to find answers to our troubles”.   

c] They believed “We will get justice if people see that so many of us have been 

affected”.    

 

 

Section B 

 

Instructions: There are 10 questions in this section. All questions are compulsory. Each 

question has 2 statements. Select ONLY ONE statement that you feel is closest to your thinking 

and mark it on the answer sheet given to you.  

Marks: 20 

 

 

9. People continuously receive and pass on forwarded messages carrying news or critical 

information. Who would you consider a Contributor?  

a] Kalki cross-checks with authentic sources several times before forwarding any 

message.  

b] Sheyla accepts her mistake and apologizes sincerely if she forwards something that 

was inaccurate or not validated. 

 

10. Pirona was known to be the ‘creative genius’ in her previous company. In her new job, 

which of the thoughts would help her to move ahead?   

a] It doesn’t really matter what I will be called – I just need to focus on delivering to my 

goals in the new job.   

b] I must maintain my ‘creative genius’ status in this job too. I have to prove to others 

that I think differently. 

 

11. Which of these software programmers are creating more value for the country? 

a]  Sama spends any extra time she has to develop a platform that can teach programming 

according to each student’s current level. 

b]  Mana volunteers over weekends to teach coding skills for underprivileged students. 

 

12. Taindram has worked sincerely as a political party worker in the community, but have not 

been issued a party ticket. What matters is…       

a] …that he continues to do his work sincerely and do a good job.    

b] …that his party seniors know about the work that he has done and my contributions to 

the party. 
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13. Mouli, a student, wishes to join a group of young people that is working towards providing 

self-defense lessons to women. What should she look for before joining the group? 

a] Does the group have experts who can teach self-defense techniques well?    

b] Is the group committed to making the women strong and capable of self-defense?    

 

14. The trainers in National Defense Academy are very tough and merciless; this often results 

in new cadets dropping out of the academy. Why is it important for these trainers to stay 

tough?  

a] It helps in maintaining discipline in the academy 

b] It helps cadets in developing resilience to survive in unfavourable conditions.  

 

15. When can you say someone is engaging deeply?  

 a] When they care deeply for their work and don’t compromise on quality.  

b] When they are determined to complete the work, even if it means compromising on 

quality.   

 

16. People around the world are holding protests against police brutality which happened far 

away in another country as they-  

a] want to express their grief for the family’s loss.     

b] see the value and importance of life.    

 

17. Fimar’s neighborhood has come up with the idea of a talent show. As a Contributor 

resident, he should–   

 a] Come up with a way to make the show a reality.     

 b] Bring to their attention many challenges that they would face in organizing such a 

program.   

 

18. What is a key quality of a Contributor Achiever? 

 a] They are focused on winning and coming first at any cost.  

 b] They are highly goal focused and can do whatever it takes to accomplish any goal.     

 

 

Section C  

 

Instructions: This section has 5 questions. All questions are compulsory. Each question has 4 

statements. Rank the statements in order of your preference from most preferred to least 

preferred. Choose ONLY ONE option (out of the 4 given) that is closest to your ranking and 

mark it on the answer sheet given to you.     

Marks: 10 

 

19. Dilia’s roommate keeps asking her to help with the cooking even on the days when it’s her 

turn. After some time Dilia refuses to help. When is this acceptable? (Rank in order of most 

preferred option to least preferred option) 

 1.  If Dilia’s friend does not value the help that she gives. 

2.  If it makes Dilia’s friend dependent on her. 

3.  If she keeps dumping work on Dilia because of her helpful nature. 

4.  If the extra work starts interfering with the time for Dilia’s own work. 

a] 4-1-2-3  b] 1-3-4-2  c] 4-3-2-1  d] 2-4-3-1 
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20. Sobia, a team lead, gives clear guidelines on expected goals from each team member before 

starting any project. What is the advantage of doing this? (Rank in order of most preferred 

option to least preferred option) 

1.  It will raise quality of each project done by the team.   

2.  It will help team members to plan their activities accordingly.   

3.  It will help her in assessing the progress of project.   

4.  It will help the company to check on performance of each employee.   

a] 1-2-3-4  b] 2-1-4-3 c] 2-4-3-1 d] 3-2-1-4 

 

21. Vairam has watched constant warnings broadcasted on television during Covid on wearing 

masks and following lockdown rules laid by the government. If Vairam thinks like a 

contributor, how will he respond? (Rank in order of most preferred option to least 

preferred option) 

1.  We Indians have very strong immune system, there is nothing to be worried about.   

2.  Even if these rules are followed, will it help? Most people are not going to follow it 

anyways.    

3.  I should encourage everyone in my locality to maintain healthy habits to fight the 

disease together.     

4.  I should follow these rules everyday so that I can keep myself and my family safe. 

a] 3-2-4-1 b] 3-2-1-4 c] 3-4-2-1 d] 3-4-1-2 

 

22. Even after the Government lifted the lockdown, a company has declared that 50% of its 

employees will now work from home. There are many reasons behind this decision taken 

by the management. (Rank in order of most contributive reason to least contributive 

reason) 

1. The management finds that employees are more satisfied with better work-life 

balance.       

2. The management realises that it does not have to give fuel allowance to employees.    

3. The management feels that the Company will now need a smaller office space and can 

save on rent.    

4. The management is informed by employees that by avoiding the morning rush hour 

travel, they are able to give more hours and work better.     

a] 4-1-3-2 b] 4-2-3-1 c] 1-2-3-4 d] 2-1-3-4     

 

23. What is the key contribution that a Contributor Changemaker can make during his/ her 

career? (Rank in order of most preferred option to least preferred option) 

1. Hire smart people to work on social initiatives.    

2. Start a business or initiative around social change.    

3. Work towards bringing in change to help solve a social problem in the society.    

4. Make significant donations to a cause.    

a] 1-2-3-4           b] 3-2-1-4  c] 2-1-3-4 d] 1-3-2-4 
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Section D 

 

Instructions: There are 10 questions in this section. All questions are compulsory. Each 

question has 3 options. Select ONLY ONE option that you feel is the most appropriate and 

mark it on the answer sheet given to you. 

Marks: 30 
 

24. Drivers often drive very carelessly on Indian roads. What message to drivers could be most 

effective to make our roads safer?   

 a] Let us take responsibility to follow traffic rules and regulations.   

 b] Let us have concern for everyone who uses the road.   

  c] Let us avoid getting caught by traffic policeman and paying fines.   

 

25. In a college fest, why is it recommended that students not only participate, but also 

volunteer and take up responsibilities like fund raising, registering, event holding and other 

managerial work? 

 a] To practice taking up similar responsibilities in the future.   

 b] To get exposure to some real-life activities.   

 c] To be able to write about it in the CV/ resume.    

 

26. After completing his M.Sc in Energy Management, Jomansh has joined an organization 

which is leading the urban development project in the country. How should he view 

himself?  

a] As a qualified scientist who has the necessary technical knowledge to handle his job 

well.   

b] As a person who, finally has a Master’s degree in a subject that he loves.   

c] As a person becoming capable of designing new technical solutions to real-world 

challenges.    

 

27. Kirlos is a popular actor. How can he be a contributor during film shooting?  

a] By being punctual and learning his lines before the shooting begins.     

b] By calling up the sets before reaching the shooting venue to check if everything is 

ready & running as per schedule. 

c] Like all the other actors, being respectful of his co-stars and other people on the sets.    

 

28. Adureep is a batsman playing in the cricket finals. He and his partner are chasing a target 

with just two more overs to go. If he scores another 15 runs he can become the highest 

scorer in that match. How should he focus on?  

a]  Focus on playing each ball in the best possible way without getting out.   

b]  Focus on winning the game as well as getting the highest score.   

c]  Focus on reaching the team score in coordination with the partner.  

 

29. The Government has banned certain pesticides that have been found to be harmful. 

However, these pesticides are widely used and sold. What can be done about this? 

a] Nothing can be done until alternative pesticides that are effective & not harmful are 

found.   

b] Farmers and pesticide manufacturing companies could do field research together to 

find ways to reduce dependency on harmful pesticides. 

c] The ban has to be enforced by the authorities strictly.   
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30. Quila has been training to play the Sitar (musical instrument) for nearly 5 years. 

Recognizing her talent, a local club invites her to play the instrument along with a well-

known Sitar player, in the upcoming music festival. How should Quila approach this 

opportunity as a Contributor? 

a] “I will also become popular after playing with a famous player”   

b] “It will be a challenging experience for me, but playing with such a talented person 

will help me recognize where I have to become better.” 

c] “I should put in a lot of practice to play alongside a renowned player. I shouldn’t make 

any mistakes during the performance.”  

 

31. Meher has delayed submitting her project for the third time in a row. Next time she should 

plan her work well in advance in order to – 

a]  Have enough time to keep improving her work as well. 

b] Avoid getting stressed at the last moment. 

 c] Get the satisfaction of submitting her project on time. 

  

32. A research organization wants to send maximum research papers and delegates from their 

organization for an international conference. What is the best way in which this can be 

converted into a 'success event'? 

a]  If the research organization will grow in repute and hold an important place on the 

world platform. 

b]  If the ideas developed in their organization will earn more visibility and credibility 

across the world. 

 c]  If their researchers are able to gain from the experience and grow from the feedback 

and review by peers in the field. 

 

33. A Food Inspector is stunned when in a staff meeting a junior asks him a question for which 

he does not know the answer. How could the Inspector respond to this awkward situation? 

a]  Say that the question is not related to the topic of discussion and dismiss it.   

b]  Say that he is not sure about it, but they could discuss and find the answer.    

c]  Say whatever little he knows about it.       
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